
PALGRAVE & DISTRICT COMMUNITY CENTRE
WALKING TREASURE HUNT   -   Sunday 11th August, 2019 This Section should take no more than 11/2 hours to complete.

SECTION ONE (route marked in RED on the Map): Please note: there is no need to enter private gardens or peer 
through windows …… but do shut any field gates behind you!

ANSWERS Sc
At the end of the Community Centre drive look straight ahead: 

1 How many wooden posts are used to support the fence along the      25
northern boundary of The Old Rectory?

Turn right and walk towards the Church, remaining on the pavement.
2 Where is Sid either going to or coming from?     BURY    [SIDBURY]

3 There must be plenty of fruit on this garden's trees!    APPLEGARTH

TURN RIGHT into the 'RESTRICTED ACCESS' road before the Churchyard, keeping to the East side of the playground……
4 What did the Rev. Charles Martyn do for the School in 1853?    HE LAID THE COMMEMORATIVE STONE

…..and proceed down the right-hand side of the Green.
5 Home to a Cymric hammerer?     TY  GOF  [Welsh for a blacksmith]

6 Celebrating a craftsman's skill that is now almost forgotten.      WHEELWRIGHTS

7 A home belatedly celebrating the passing of winter?      SPRING COTTAGE

Follow the FOOTPATH round to the RIGHT and head down LOWS LANE.
8   '.. that man not born to a desk, that heaven born general.' (Wm Pitt).     CLIVE COTTAGE (Robert Clive of India)

No Blue Plaque nor probable Indian connection with this place!

9 PHOTO: where was this taken?      CAT & MOUSE WEATHERVANE in Lower Lows Lane

10 The home of Palgrave's answer to a celebrity chef?     KERRIDGE COTTAGE

11 PHOTO:  Which home has this warning to all insects?     HOMESTEAD  [gate with a spider's web motif]

12 Driveway needs repairing?  We won't be beaten on quality. Call us!      SURFACE

Continue NNE down the Lows footpath ………
13 Pick and bring back a leaf of each of the following wild plants:

Sticky Willy, Hogweed, Groundsel, Broad-leaved Dock (which  
may prove a comfort) and Urtica diocica.

 As you approach the cross-field path on the RIGHT of the tarmaced footpath ….
14 From the map IDENTIFY OAK TREES A & B in the hedgerow, then      4

count the number of different woody hedgerow species     HAWTHORN, FIELD MAPLE, HAZEL and SPINDLE
between them (excluding the oaks themselves).
For an extra point, name them.
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Turn right (more than 900) onto the cross-field path just before Oak Tree B; follow the path to and across the hedge & ditch.
15 What is this climber growing freely in the hedgerow? Mine's a pint!     HOP  [Humulus lupulus]

16 Maybe these are destined for a Heinz can? No, not very digestible!  [SPRING] FIELD BEANS [aka (Vicia)Fava, Horse or Tick beans] 

Follow the path around the headland & across the field corner, leading between the houses, and turn RIGHT onto UPPER ROSE LANE. 
17 From the top of the hill how many grain silos can you see in the     11

distance?

18 Well I'll be blowed! Who made me?     GAIA  WIND  [Wind turbine]

19 What is the sum of the numbers on the posts outside No. 6?     14 + 421 + 75 +2 + 4 + 13 = 529

CAUTION:  take care of traffic on this busy ROAD:
20 The stones in this wall must be rather harder than in these fruits.    CHERRIES  [FLINT WALL IN FRONT OF CHERRY COTTAGE ]

21 A home for Troglodytes?     WREN COTTAGE

22 Job hunting? Try Unit 9  for a vacancy - but who are they?      CMA

Carefully cross the road to the Right-hand side of Crossing Road, and walk downhill.
23 Forget the pears, what is the subject of the pargeters' art?     A GRAPEVINE

24 Rather early for a Christmas roast here ……     THE  CHESTNUTS

25 ….. but only a little too soon for falling leaves nearby.     AUTUMN HOUSE

26 Yes, they are  ….  unless you can crawl!     PONDS (can be dangerous)

 Turn round and head back up the hill to the Community Centre………  
27 Who would have thought a roadsign could get so lost!… and such      PYGHTLE  [with sign outside pointing to 'A30 Padstow']

an archaic  Suffolk house name as well!!

28 Obstacle avoidance scheme?       STEPPING STONES

29 How far (in metres) do you think you will have walked to complete       C.  2.560 metres (2.56 km. or approx. 1.6 miles)
 this Section (assuming you have not got lost?)       Allow a margin of +/- 100 metres.
      A.  2120 metres      B.  2790 metres      or      C.  2560 metres

30 When did Canon Rogers perform the opening ceremony of this        12th APRIL, 1986
Community Centre?

…….. with just time for a qick cup of tea!

Score in this Section:  _____________________________________



WALKING TREASURE HUNT
SECTION TWO (route marked in BLUE on the Map): This Section should take about 11/4 hours to complete.

Please note: there is no need to enter private gardens or peer 
through windows …… but do shut any field gates behind you!

ANSWERS
 Turn right out of the Community Centre drive and walk towards the Church. Cross the first side road, continuing straight on.
1 Without entering the Churchyard find the headstone of William

Parker and complete these details of his life:
     Born:                                                        Died:      BORN:       1905                    DIED:      1983

2 What is the inscription on the Church gates?      'ENTER INTO HIS GATES WITH THANKSGIVING'.

3 Why is there a plaque on the gate honouring Gertrude Savory?     HER HUSBAND WAS RECTOR OF PALGRAVE FROM 1877 TO 1921.

 Turn right immediately past the Churchyard……
4 What is the number on the post in a corner of the playground.       DP39

5 Count the number of lime trees growing within the play area fence.       11

……. and cross to the west of the road.
6 Maybe Alf lived here?      GARNET HOUSE

7 Perhaps Bill kept his equines here, before selling?       THE PADDOCKS

8 Which official Cycle Route passes the top of Lows Lane?      No. 30

9 A home for great barley?      MALT HOUSE

Pass the Village Pond and turn left into Millway Lane.
10 Which two destinations are equidistant from here?      DISS & ROYDON

11 As the Bard once said 'I know a bank whereon the wild thyme blows       ROSEBANK
Where ox-lips and the nodding violet grows..'….but not on this one!

12 …… but perhaps they once grew where this now stands?      ANCIENT MEADOW HOUSE

13 Once an equine watering hole.      HORSEPOND HOUSE

14 Enough to perplex an Andean monkey, seeing it here!       LONGS FARM

15 As you pass close by spare a moment to wonder if the 'little       THE MOLEHILL
gentleman in velvet' is still the toast of the Jacobite tendency here.
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16 How many fruit trees are there in the fenced area beside the path?       21

17 The trees at the bottom of the Cemetery might just hold a festive      THEY INCLUDE TWO WILD PEAR TREES to attract a partridge.
gamebird. Why?

At the bottom of the slope turn left and walk on until you are past the wooden electricity pole .
18 From this path you should be able to see just one Parish Church:       ST MARY'S, DISS

can you name it?

19 The fields through which this path leads are currently growing        (Forage) MAIZE
mainly herbs. There is one other crop: what is it?

20 From the electricity pylon just before you reach Lion Road you can 
see the previous one (you passed it a short time ago).  How far apart
do you estimate these two structures to be:
  A    338 metres            B    405 metres            C    297 metres  ?       A   338 metres

Cross Lion Road WITH GREAT CARE. 
21 Once across the road what is your full OS Grid Reference?       TM11143 78299  (on the power sub-station housing)

Follow this grass path until you reach the point of entry to PRIORY WOOD.
22 From this grass pathway how many wind turbines can you see?

Once in the Wood follow the path to the right.
23 Count the number of oak trees that are within an adult's touching

distance of the path (without straying from it).       6

24 A well-known carol sings of which two woody plants (.. when they       HOLLY & IVY leaves
are both full grown)? Collect a leaf from each……..

25 …… and one from a 'conker tree'.        HORSE CHESTNUT leaf.

 On reaching the lower end of the Wood the path drops down and you turn left into Job's Lane (an ancient green lane).
26 At the stairway we wonder what has happened to the other 33! To        THE THIRTY-NINE STEPS by JOHN BUCHAN

which literary classic are we referring and who wrote it?

You will very shortly reach Priory Road: continue straight on towards the Church.
27 One wonders whether the name of this cottage refers to itself or 

to 'the big house' further up the road?        OLD PRIORY COTTAGE

28 Brock must have been dreaming at this point? …..        BADGER'S DRIFT

29 What was removed from here when this house was built?        A BARN  [BARNAWAY]
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Continue on this path onto Millway Lane, turn right and quickly left onto a field-side footpath leading to the Old Police House.
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30 It looks as though 'man's best friend' may live here?        THE NOOK  (dog on house sighn).

31 Which exclusive, monastic sounding, house chooses isolation       THE PRIORY
from its neighbours?

On reaching 'the Parish Waste' turn right and follow the track in front of the houses (there is no need to walk on the road).
32 Which year saw the birth of Victoria Barber?         1920  (plaque on bench seat)

33 To whom is the Village Sign dedicated and when was it first erected?        GEORGE E CLARKE AND ROBERT B ROLFE.  1985

34 This was not named after either a miner or a mustard magnate……         COLEMAN CLOSE

35 …… though this was perhaps to do with a cloth maker?          WEAVER'S MARK

36 Beware here, as 'all that glisters is not gold' …. Palgrave does          PROSPECT COTTAGE
seem an unlikely place to look!

37 The smallest British passerine, maybe, but this doesn't look much           GOLDCREST COTTAGE
like its mossy nest!

38 How far (in metres) do you think you will have walked to complete           B.   1666 metres  (1.66 km. or approx. 1 mile)
 this Section (assuming you have not got lost!)?           Allow a margin of +/- 100 metres
      A.  1896 metres           B.  1666 metres            C.  12676 metres

…… for a well-earned cup of tea and piece of cake!

Name: _____________________________________________________         Score in this Section:  _________________________________

Contact telephone number: __________________________________         Section 1 brought forward  ____________________________

No in team: __________________     under 12 years

                     __________________     12 years & over
          Total score [ 1 + 2]: 
                                                __________________________________

Again TAKING GREAT CARE, cross the road and return to the Community Centre …….


